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Love. An intense feeling of deep affection. It’s the butterflies fluttering at the pit of your belly

when you see them, The One. But those feelings aren’t everything. Romantic love isn’t everything.

 Today’s youth over-romanticizes romantic love with the typical #RelationshipGoals tags on

social media. However, what we seem to forget, especially around this time of year, is that love

is everywhere around us.

Love is your best friend hugging you goodbye and telling you to text them as soon as you get

home.

Love is the stubbly goodnight kisses your dad used to give you before tucking you into bed.

Love is sloppy puppy kisses and echoing laughter.

Love is neatly folded in “Thank you” and “Take care.”

Love doesn’t have to be heart shaped notes slipped into your locker.

It doesn’t have to be a dozen roses.

It doesn’t have to be between a boy and a girl.

Love is everywhere. Love is in you. Sometimes it’s not about someone else loving you

romantically. Sometimes it’s just about all the love that you spread around. You give love, you

get love in return, whether it be from your mother, your father, or your best friend, not

necessarily your boyfriend or girlfriend. Love is a cycle. Your turn is coming soon.

By Galilea Oregon

A Different Kind of Love



Melissa Lopez is a senior in AP Art and

is the creator of this piece. She drew

inspiration from her father who is a

gardener and has a house full of plants,

hence, the flowers as the main

attraction. She associates hands with a

green thumb and flowers form a part of

her identity, so, she put the two

together to create this nature filled

drawing with personality and identity.

She is interested in plants and space,

things people do not know about her

since those interests differ from the way

people view her. Like Melissa said “it

(the drawing) represents me”.



Ever since his grandma was diagnosed with dementia, Austin Gruszecki has made it

his sole obligation to be by her side. Each morning before Austin goes to school, he

ensures that his grandma has taken her medication, and when he returns home, he

either cooks a variety of her favorite foods or takes her out to eat. Although she

may only have a faint idea of who he is, Austin’s grandma remains eternally

grateful to him—with a constant look of admiration in her soulful eyes and a

daily prayer essential for his well-being.

Making his grandma integral to his daily agenda, Austin reflects that life is more

fulfilling when making an impact on the life of another. Although Austin was

instructed to perform one act of kindness for his film analysis project, he explains

that he is always acting out of the kindness of his heart because he strives to

bring selflessness in to a world of narcissistic values.

Austin’s grandma has lived her life, exuding kindness and radiating love. She is a

woman who has cherished every human, caring with an immense amount of passion.

Despite having a  “Wonderful Life,” people who are afflicted with dementia—such

as Austin’s grandmother— sadly forget how “wonderful” life really is, but it is

because people like Austin that a life with dementia becomes a life worth living.

By Karley Bailey

 Living a Wonderful Life Not Remembered



By Golda Fulmer

Golda is a second year journalist at Tustin

High and is currently working on art for the

journalism program. The theme for this zine

is kindness, and what popped into Goldas

mind was “the act of kindness, like

someone fell or someone needs a helping

hand”. She believes it was “one of the

images that appears to your head”. This

piece appears to give the impression of

someone receiving something, almost like a

gift. The flower is meant represents purity,

and is also something “fragile” and “unique”.

Every flower is different and in this image,

the flower was a “personal exchange”, a gift

very symbolic to the amount of empathy we

all possess, and how we all exhibit that

kindness differently but with the same effect

of gratitude.



            I n the modern age, people are found to be self-centered and constantly plugged into

their phones, with no awareness of their surroundings. Basic interactions are rare—random acts

of kindness are almost non-existent. This generation is so poisoned by technology that it is now

unusual to run into a person and have an actual heartfelt, face-to-face conversation with them.

It was 7:30 am on a late start Wednesday. I walked into the local Starbucks—dead silent and rich

with the scent of roasted coffee beans—and began to finish my homework. Around 7:40 am, a lady,

who appeared to be in her mid 50’s, clocked in and was armed to take orders. When I got to the

register to order my usual—a hot caramel macchiato—I Found out the lady’s name was Janette.

Janette was the jolliest, happiest, and most warm-hearted person that I have met in that year.

Upon greeting me, she treated me like an old friend; she asked about my morning and how school

was going. Overall, she just seemed to genuinely care about me. I noticed she treated every

customer liked this, and goes as far as to exchange inside jokes with regulars. At the end of every

order, Janette ensures that she gets a customer’s name right on the cup (to avoid the old Snapchat

cliche of horrendously misspelled names on Starbucks cups).

All throughout my life, I talk to people and I work to avoid uncomfortable silences and the feeling

of being out of place. After my encounter with Janette, I have grown to learn that talking to

people has nothing to do with looking for the next word to say to perpetuate the conversation, it’s

about understanding the other person’s feelings and perspective. So, this is my proposition to you:

go out into the world and try to talk to someone—a stranger. Understand them and make an

impact their day, week, or even life. Think about this: if every single person you’ve met in your life

has been a stranger to you at one point, why not talk to a stranger every now and then?

By Adrian Ruiz

The Importance of Kindness in a World
Lacking Empathy 





During her winter break, Nancy Fernandez performed an extreme act of kindness. She

decided to devote her time to an eight year old girl with special needs. Nancy was

stunned at the sight of an eight year old girl paralyzed, incapable of any

communication—besides the mere movement in her facial expressions. Although

troubled with remorse and even shock, Nancy spent three days with Xiana, attending

to her medical needs: striving to do anything in her capability to spread a glowing smile

across Xiana’s face.

Since Xiana was unable to speak, it was difficult for Nancy to attend to her because

she was incapable of comprehending her desires. Nancy grew tears in her eyes as she

saw Xiana smile at the murmurs of a hand held vacuum—eliciting realization that

there are people in the world who are physically incapable of expressing themselves,

yet there are those who take even the slightest wave of a hand for granted.

In a generation where social media and smartphones are the focal core of our society,

it is hard to imagine life without communication. Yet there are those like Xiana who are

afflicted with the inability to communicate at all. Nancy’s story comes to show that

there is beauty in the simplicity of even the smallest words that express how we feel.

And even a small dose of kindness such as the way Nancy kept Xiana company, can

provoke the ultimate feeling of happiness.

Kindness in a Still-Moving World

By Karley Bailey



Alex Garcia is an AP Art student as a

freshman, and looking at his drawing it

is crystal clear how it has come to be.

A goal of his was to express how

things began, and he does this by

drawing a hand cupped under a heart,

begging for something, almost as if it is

begging for life. Alex was assigned to

draw something with hands, and an

image formed in his mind with

someone begging for life and he ran

with. The results are inspiring and will

leave you in awe of life and what it has

to offer. 
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TUSTINTILLERS

“The Pitchfork” is Tustin High School‘s online magazine, and the staff here are

always fresh on the scene. The editorial staff consists of seven bright, young minds:

Kristina Ching and Emily Crowl as our Editors-In-Chief, Gigi Hume, Zachary

Apperson, Kyle Arbiola, Ivette Barajas, and Alena Tran as our Staff Editors, and

Shanni De La Cruz as our Fiction Editor. The rest of the class is constantly busy,

writing articles for your enjoyment. We update world news, delve into the heart of

controversy, and spin weekly tales of fiction. Our reporters dive into current events

happening here on campus, our photographers capture each memorable moment,

and our editors hold the entire operation together. We are a tight-knit family of Tillers

eager to bring the news to you!

Find us in classroom 702 during 2nd and 3rd, and during Tutorial!

For more school-related news check out the Tustin Tiller Daily Announcements!




